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Attachment A:  Summary of Changes 

 
Note:  The page and line references below reflect NW Natural/100 filed on May 12, 2023. 

 
 

1.  NW Natural/100 at 14, lines 2-12.  Originally designated as highly confidential.  Most of 
lines 4-7 are now designated as confidential, and a small portion of line 11 is designated as 
highly confidential. 
 
2.  NW Natural/100 at 14, lines 14-20, 22-23 & at 15, lines 1-4.  Originally designated as 
highly confidential.  Most of these lines are now undesignated, except for specific 
information, which is marked highly confidential. 
 
3.  NW Natural/100 at 16, lines 13, 16-22.  Originally designated as confidential.  Most of 
these lines are now undesignated, except for specific information on lines 20-21, which is 
designated as confidential. 
 
4.  NW Natural/100 at 20, lines 16-23 & at 21, lines 1-4, 6-8.  Originally designated as 
confidential and now undesignated. 
 
5.  NW Natural/100 at 22, lines 6-13.  Originally designated as confidential.  Portions of 
lines 6-7 and lines 11-13 are now undesignated. 
 
6.  NW Natural/100 at 22, lines 21-22 & at 23 lines 1-8.  Originally designated as 
confidential.  Portions of line lines 4-8 are now undesignated. 
 
7.  NW Natural/100 at 23, line 10.  Originally designated as confidential and now 
undesignated. 
 
8.  NW Natural/100 at 29, line 9, 12-15.  Originally designated as confidential and now 
undesignated. 
 
9. NW Natural/100 at 34, lines 1-7, 10-18.  Originally designated as confidential and now 
undesignated. 
 
10.  NW Natural/100 at 36, lines 17-19.  Originally designated as confidential and now 
undesignated. 
 
11.  NW Natural/100 at 38, lines 1-5.  Originally designated as highly confidential and now 
undesignated. 
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12.  NW Natural/100 at 41, Table.  Originally designated as confidential and now mostly 
undesignated, except for some certain dollar figures that are unaggregated.  
 
13.  NW Natural/100 at 43, line 8.  Originally designated as confidential and now 
undesignated. 
 
14.  NW Natural/100 at 49, lines 3-17.  Originally designated as highly confidential.  Lines 
7-8, 15 now marked confidential and remainder is now undesignated. 
 
15.  NW Natural/100 at 52, line 1, lines 3-5.  Portion of line 1 was originally designated as 
highly confidential and now designated confidential.  Lines 3-5 is now undesignated except 
for a portion that is marked as confidential.   
 
16.  NW Natural/100 at 55, lines 14-23, at 56, lines 1-3.  Originally designated as 
confidential.  Lines 17-18 now marked as confidential, and the rest is undesignated.  
 
17.  NW Natural/100 at 56, lines 6-10.  Originally designated as confidential.  Portion of line 
10 is now marked as confidential and the rest is undesignated. 
 
18.  NW Natural/100 at 61, lines 22-23 & at 62, lines 1-4, 11-13.  Originally designated as 
highly confidential and is now marked confidential. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 1 

Q. Please state your name and position at Northwest Natural Gas Company 2 

(“NW Natural” or “the Company”). 3 

A. My name is Anna Chittum.  I am the Director of Renewable Resources at NW 4 

Natural.  I have worked for the Company since 2017.  My responsibilities include 5 

developing renewable natural gas (“RNG”) projects for the Company, purchasing 6 

RNG from other market participants, driving renewables strategy and goals for the 7 

Company, and managing the Renewables team here at NW Natural.   8 

Q. Please describe your education and employment background. 9 

A. I received my Bachelor of Arts degree in Economics from Gonzaga University and 10 

an M.S. degree in Urban Planning from Columbia University.  I was also a Fulbright 11 

Fellow in Denmark during the 2013-2014 academic year.  From June 2006 to 12 

March 2008, I worked as Manager of Client Services at the New York City Mayor’s 13 

Office of Industrial and Manufacturing Businesses.  From March 2008 to June 14 

2014, I worked as a Senior Researcher and later a Visiting Fellow at The American 15 

Council for an Energy Efficient Economy.  Since 2017, I have worked at NW 16 

Natural, where I am now the Director of Renewable Resources.   17 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 18 

A. The primary purpose of my testimony is to provide details on the Dakota City RNG 19 

project, the costs of which the Company is seeking recovery in this proceeding.   20 

Q. Please summarize your testimony. 21 

A. My testimony focuses on the following areas: 22 
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• Background:  Section II describes what RNG is, why NW Natural is 1 

interested in acquiring it, and the legal and regulatory framework that 2 

facilitates such acquisitions by Oregon’s natural gas utilities.   3 

• Why NW Natural Decided to Pursue the Dakota City RNG Project:  Section 4 

III discusses how NW Natural evaluates potential RNG acquisitions and why 5 

it selected the Dakota City RNG project. 6 

• Overview of Dakota City RNG Project and its Participants:  Section IV 7 

provides an overview of 1) the Dakota City RNG project, and 2) the non-8 

affiliated and affiliated participating entities that are also involved in the 9 

project.  This includes a discussion of why these non-affiliated and affiliated 10 

entities are participating in the project and their rights and responsibilities.  11 

• Financial Structure of the Dakota City RNG Project:  Section V describes 12 

how the non-affiliated and affiliated participating entities interact, with an 13 

emphasis on showing how the project is funded.   14 

• NW Natural’s Investment in the Dakota City RNG Project:  Section VI 15 

describes NW Natural’s investment in the Dakota City RNG project and the 16 

due diligence that it conducted.  17 

• Addressing the Risks of the Dakota City RNG Project:  Section VII 18 

describes the risks of the Dakota City RNG project, how the Company 19 

evaluated each risk, what steps the Company took to mitigate each risk, 20 

and how risks are shared among project participants.  21 
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• Conclusion:  In Section VIII, I recommend the Commission find the costs 1 

associated with the Dakota City RNG project to be prudently incurred and 2 

approve cost recovery as described in the Direct Testimony of Lora Bourdo 3 

and Kyle Walker (NW Natural/200, Bourdo-Walker). 4 

II. BACKGROUND 5 

Q. Please describe RNG and why NW Natural is procuring it.  6 

A. RNG is a resource produced from the gases that are emitted during the breakdown 7 

of organic materials such as food, agricultural and forestry waste, wastewater, and 8 

landfilled material.1  As these materials decompose, they produce methane.  That 9 

methane can be captured, conditioned to pipeline quality gas and delivered in the 10 

existing natural gas pipeline system to homes and businesses where it can be 11 

used in existing appliances and equipment.  This process turns a potential waste 12 

problem that is currently contributing to atmospheric greenhouse gas release into 13 

a powerful climate solution using the existing pipeline network. 14 

  NW Natural is committed to a low-carbon energy future and its role in 15 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions.  Procuring RNG is an essential part in 16 

achieving the Company’s goal of carbon neutrality.  NW Natural will continue to 17 

need RNG to reduce its emissions for years to come, and believes securing these 18 

 
 
1  Per ORS 757.392(7), RNG also refers to “[h]ydrogen gas derived from renewable energy sources.”  

Renewable energy sources are defined as “hydroelectric, geothermal, solar photovoltaic, wind, tidal, 
wave, biomass or biogas energy sources.”  This testimony primarily focuses on RNG produced from 
organic materials.  
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resources, such as Dakota City, for customers today will provide long-term 1 

emissions reduction benefits.  2 

Q. Please briefly explain how Senate Bill 98 authorizes cost recovery of RNG 3 

acquisitions.   4 

A. In 2019, the Oregon legislature passed Senate Bill 98 (the “RNG Statute”) that 5 

authorizes cost recovery of RNG acquisitions.2  The legislature found that “[n]atural 6 

gas utilities can reduce emissions from the direct use of natural gas by procuring 7 

renewable natural gas and investing in renewable natural gas infrastructure,” and  8 

“[r]egulatory guidelines for the procurement of renewable natural gas and 9 

investments in renewable natural gas infrastructure should enable the 10 

procurements and investments while also protecting Oregon consumers.”3  11 

   To enable the procurement of RNG, the RNG Statute authorizes Oregon 12 

natural gas utilities to make investments in RNG projects and purchase RNG from 13 

third parties.  Natural gas utilities may make these investments or purchases even 14 

if the cost is higher than other options to meet customer demand.4  Per ORS 15 

757.396(5), the difference between the total (or “all-in”) levelized annual cost of the 16 

utility’s RNG portfolio and the all-in levelized annual cost of the same quantity of 17 

conventional natural gas (i.e., the incremental cost of RNG) is capped at 5 percent 18 

of a natural gas utility’s annual revenue requirement except as noted below.  The 19 

“all-in” cost reflects the total cost for a unit of natural gas, not just the gas 20 

 
 
2  ORS 757.390-398. 
3  ORS 757.390(2). 
4  ORS 757.396. 
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commodity cost.  If a natural gas utility exceeds the cap, it is no longer authorized 1 

to make further investments in RNG unless the Commission approves.5    2 

Finally, the law sets RNG acquisition targets for large natural gas utilities 3 

(i.e., NW Natural).  The targets start at 5 percent of Oregon sales load from 2020 4 

to 2024 and gradually escalates to 30 percent from 2045 to 2050.6   5 

Q. Please briefly explain how the Climate Protection Program (the “CPP Rule”) 6 

adopted by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality further 7 

increases the need for NW Natural to decarbonize. 8 

A. The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (“ODEQ”) adopted the CPP 9 

Rule, which became effective on January 1, 2022.  Under the CPP Rule, the ODEQ 10 

requires that covered entities, such as NW Natural, reduce the greenhouse gas 11 

(“GHG”) emissions for which the CPP Rule deems them to be responsible.  For 12 

NW Natural, these “covered emissions” are the emissions that result from its sales 13 

customers’ and transport customers’ use of natural gas.7  The CPP Rule will 14 

reduce these covered emissions over time by: 1) requiring NW Natural to obtain a 15 

compliance instrument for each metric ton of those emissions, and 2) reducing the 16 

amount of free compliance instruments issued to NW Natural annually.8   17 

 
 
5 ORS 757.396(5). 
6  ORS 757.396. 
7  See OAR 340-271-0020(13); 340-271-0110(4).  Note that there is an exception in OAR 340-271-0110(4) 

for: “Emissions avoided where the use of natural gas results in greenhouse gas emissions captured and 
stored, if sufficiently documented by information provided to DEQ.” 

8  See OAR 340-271-9000, Table 4, which specifies this annual reduction in compliance instruments.  
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Q. Will acquiring RNG help NW Natural meet RNG acquisition targets in the RNG 1 

Statute and comply with the CPP Rule? 2 

A. Yes.  RNG projects, such as Dakota City, will help NW Natural meet the RNG 3 

Statute’s acquisition targets and comply with the CPP Rule.  The CPP Rule was 4 

created in direct response to Executive Order 20-04, which established aggressive 5 

GHG reduction targets and that order recognizes that “transitioning the traditional 6 

natural gas supply to renewable natural gas can significantly reduce GHG 7 

emissions.”9  The CPP Rule, itself, also recognizes that RNG can be used in lieu 8 

of natural gas to lower emissions.10  As such, the Dakota City RNG project will help 9 

NW Natural meet the RNG Statute’s acquisition targets and comply with the CPP 10 

Rule.  11 

Q. Are there any other laws that promote NW Natural’s acquisition of RNG 12 

projects like Dakota City? 13 

A. Yes.  The recently passed Inflation Reduction Act (“IRA”) explicitly recognizes the 14 

value of renewable natural gas production equipment and targeted near-term 15 

production opportunities, like Dakota City, by designing a tax credit for projects that 16 

begin construction before December 31, 2024.  The Company has evaluated the 17 

likely tax benefits and concluded that a 30 percent Investment Tax Credit is the  18 

 
 
9 “Directing State Agencies to Take Actions to Reduce and Regulate Greenhouse Gas Emissions, 

Executive Order No. 20-04, at 2, available at: https://www.oregon.gov/gov/eo/eo 20-04.pdf 
10 Rulemaking, Action Item A, Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking Climate Protection 

Program, at 313-14 (Dec. 16, 2021) available at: 
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/EQCdocs/121621 ItemA.pdf 
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appropriate level of credit to currently assume, as further described in Section VI.  1 

The Company is eager to take advantage of this direct benefit to customers to the 2 

greatest extent possible.  For projects that begin construction in 2025 and beyond, 3 

the IRA has developed a production-focused incentive that will replace the 4 

investment-focused incentive, and the Company intends to design its future RNG 5 

projects to leverage that incentive for customer benefit wherever possible. 6 

Q. How does NW Natural demonstrate that the RNG it is acquiring is being used 7 

to meet the targets under the RNG Statute and comply with the CPP Rule? 8 

A. Under the RNG Statute and the CPP Rule, NW Natural must retain the renewable 9 

thermal credits (“RTCs”) associated with the RNG.  RTCs represent the 10 

environmental attributes of the RNG and are distinct from the energy content of 11 

that gas.11  To credit the retained RTCs for RNG Statute and CPP Rule 12 

compliance, NW Natural must retire the RTCs in a tracking system operated by an 13 

independent third party (currently the Midwest Renewable Energy Tracking 14 

System ((“M-RETS”)12 per OAR 860-0150-0050(8)).  By retaining and 15 

subsequently retiring the RTCs associated with the RNG, NW Natural 16 

demonstrates that its customers are receiving the environmental attributes of the 17 

RNG without necessarily delivering the energy content of that gas to its customers.  18 

  This form of accounting, known as book-and-claim, was adopted as part of 19 

the Commission’s rulemaking implementing the RNG Statute, with the 20 

 
 
11 OAR 860-0150-0010(5); OAR 860-0150-0010(16). 
12 See M-RETS homepage at https://www.mrets.org/  
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Commission stating that “[O]DEQ noted that the flexibility of the approach helps 1 

the development of projects that would otherwise be uneconomic if physical 2 

delivery was required.”13  Given ODEQ’s previous support for book-and-claim 3 

during the Commission’s rulemaking implementing the RNG Statute, it is not 4 

surprising that it was adopted as part of the CPP Rule.  During the ODEQ’s 5 

rulemaking process that adopted the CPP Rule, NW Natural requested clarification 6 

that book-and-claim accounting would be permitted.  The Oregon Environmental 7 

Quality Council (“OEQC”) Staff Report accurately articulated NW Natural’s 8 

concern, stating that the Company wants to “allow for book-and-claim accounting 9 

of RNG or RNG procured on behalf of Oregon customers, regardless of delivery 10 

to specific end-user,” and the ODEQ provided the requested clarification: “The 11 

biomethane can be sourced from projects anywhere in North America, as long as 12 

the biomethane is injected into a common carrier pipeline network.  The natural 13 

gas utility can claim the same volume of biomethane via displacement, also known 14 

as book and claim, without tracking the gas to a specific end-user.”14 15 

Q. Can you describe the Company’s strategy for complying with the RNG 16 

Statute and the CPP Rule? 17 

A. The Company seeks to meet the RNG Statute’s acquisition targets and comply 18 

with the CPP Rule.  To do this, NW Natural seeks to first procure enough RNG to 19 

 
 
13 In the Matter of Rulemaking Regarding the 2019 Senate Bill 98 Renewable Natural Gas Programs, 

Docket AR 632, Order No. 20-227 at 5 (July 16, 2020). 
14 Rulemaking, Action Item A, Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking Climate Protection 

Program, at 313-14 (Dec. 16, 2021) available at: 
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/EQCdocs/121621 ItemA.pdf 
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meet the RNG Statute’s acquisition targets in the relevant timeframe, which also 1 

drives down NW Natural’s covered emissions under the CPP Rule.  After acquiring 2 

this amount of RNG, NW Natural will take incremental actions as necessary to 3 

comply with the CPP Rule to further reduce its covered emissions under the 4 

program.  Such actions may include enhanced energy efficiency measures or the 5 

purchase of Climate Commitment Investment credits, which provide funding to 6 

third-party entities to implement projects that seek to reduce greenhouse gas 7 

emissions.15   8 

Q. How does the Dakota City RNG project fit into NW Natural’s compliance with 9 

the RNG Statute and the CPP Rule? 10 

A. The Dakota City RNG project helps NW Natural meet the RNG Statute’s 11 

acquisition target of 5 percent of sales from 2020 to 2024 and will continue to help 12 

NW Natural meet higher RNG acquisition targets under the RNG Statute in 13 

subsequent years.  Also, by reducing NW Natural’s covered emissions under the 14 

CPP Rule, the Dakota City RNG project helps the Company comply with that 15 

program.   16 

 
 
15 Further information regarding NW Natural’s plans to comply with the RNG Statute and the CPP Rule can 

be found in NW Natural’s most recent Integrated Resource Plan in docket LC 79.   
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Q. Will the Company continue to need the Dakota City RNG project to comply 1 

with the RNG Statute and the CPP Rule even in scenario modeling where 2 

existing load declines due to increased electrification of space-heating? 3 

A. Yes, the Dakota City RNG project would still be needed even if that were to occur.  4 

The Dakota City RNG project is expected to produce gas equal to 0.14 percent of 5 

the Company’s current sales load.  Analysis performed by the Company in its IRP 6 

in docket LC 79, shows that meeting the overall RNG sales target of 5 percent 7 

through 2024 and 10 percent in 2025 “is not dependent upon whether a gas 8 

decarbonization or electrification-based focused outcome unfolds.”16  In other 9 

words, “even under aggressive electrification scenarios,” acquiring the RNG 10 

necessary to meet these targets “would not be greater than the amount that would 11 

likely be needed for compliance with the CPP and SB 98 [RNG Statute] in 2050.”17 12 

Since the Dakota City RNG project will produce only a fraction of the gas to meet 13 

the RNG Statute’s acquisition target and comply with the CPP Rule, the Company 14 

would still need to utilize the Dakota City RNG project even if its load were to 15 

decline in an electrification-based modeling scenario.     16 

 

 

 

 
 
16 NW Natural’s Reply Comments, Integrated Resource Plan, Docket No. LC 79 at 7 (Feb. 3, 2023) 

(available at:  https://edocs.puc.state.or.us/efdocs/HAC/lc79hac155918.pdf).   
17 Id.  
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III. WHY NW NATURAL DECIDED TO PURSUE THE DAKOTA CITY                1 
RNG PROJECT 2 

 
Q. Please describe the Dakota City RNG project. 3 

A. The Dakota City RNG project is located adjacent to a Tyson Fresh Meats beef 4 

packaging plant in Dakota City, Nebraska.  The plant has been operational since 5 

1966 and was purchased by Tyson in 2001.  The packaging plant employs over 6 

4,300 people, and Tyson invested about $237 million in upgrades to the plant over 7 

the last decade.  The RNG project is scheduled to begin start-up operations in 8 

March 2023 and fully commence service the following month.  Over the life of the 9 

project, it is expected to produce, on average, over 1 million therms of RNG per 10 

year, which is approximately 0.14 percent of NW Natural’s Oregon sales.  The 11 

approximately $12.5 million project will use pressure swing adsorption upgrading 12 

technology to convert methane (raw biogas) derived from the anaerobic digestion 13 

of food processing-based wastewater and other byproducts at the Tyson Fresh 14 

Meats beef packaging plant into RNG.  This RNG will be injected into the 15 

MidAmerican Energy Company (the local gas utility) pipeline system, and will 16 

generate RTCs that, as explained above, will be retired on behalf of our customers 17 

to meet RNG Statute’s acquisition targets and for CPP Rule compliance. 18 

Q. Please briefly describe why the Company decided to pursue the Dakota City 19 

RNG project. 20 

A. NW Natural decided to pursue the Dakota City RNG project after determining it 21 

was the least cost, least risk actionable RNG resource that would begin delivery in 22 

the very near term (i.e, within the first 5-year tranche of RNG Statute acquisition 23 
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targets).  At the time of investment decision-making, which occurred after we had 1 

completed our 2021 RFP for RNG resources described below, only two other RNG 2 

resources had a lower first-year risk-adjusted incremental cost of RNG.18  The first, 3 

[BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  4 

 [END CONFIDENTIAL] on behalf of 5 

Oregon customers in the near future.  The second, [ BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  6 

 [END CONFIDENTIAL] is a project that we were conducting an initial 7 

assessment of at the time, but has since changed owners and is not considered 8 

an immediately available resource, though it could be an actionable project in the 9 

future.  Please see Confidential NW Natural/101, Chittum for a graph showing all 10 

of these RNG acquisition opportunities at the time of the investment decision, 11 

reproduced here: 12 

/// 13 

/// 14 

/// 15 

/// 16 

/// 17 

/// 18 

/// 19 

/// 20 

/// 21 

 
 
18 NW Natural’s risk-adjusted incremental cost methodology is described in detail below. 
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[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] average annual uptime, [BEGIN HIGHLY 1 

CONFIDENTIAL]  [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] methane capture 2 

rate for 72-hour performance tests, and compliance with interconnection gas 3 

quality specifications. 4 

Taken together, this caused the Company to assume [BEGIN 5 

CONFIDENTIAL]  [END CONFIDENTIAL] as the average RNG 6 

production of the facility at the time of the financial investment decision in 7 

November 2021.  That number was assumed to be the average production amount 8 

over time, with a recognition that there would be a ramp-up period for the project 9 

during the first year.  Below is a simplified way to calculate total RNG mmbtu: 10 

• (SCFM)*(60 [minutes in an hr])*(24 [hrs in a day])*(365 [days in a year]) = 11 

total SCF of biogas produced a year  12 

• Total SCF of biogas produced a year * average methane content = annual 13 

standard cubic feet of methane production 14 

• Annual standard cubic feet of methane production * 1,012 [btu per standard 15 

cubic foot of methane] = annual btu of methane 16 

• Annual btu of methane/1,000,000 = annual mmbtu of methane production 17 

• Annual mmbtu of methane production/24 hours in a day = mmbtu/hr of 18 

methane production 19 

Q. Has the Company initially evaluated the carbon intensity of the Dakota City 20 

RNG project? 21 

A. Yes.  The initial evaluation of the carbon intensity of the Dakota City project found 22 

a score of 21 grams CO2e/MJ.  While the current ODEQ rules that guide the 23 
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Q. How did the Company evaluate RNG offtake agreements and investment 1 

opportunities, like the Dakota City RNG project?  2 

A. The Company applied its risk-adjusted incremental cost methodology (the 3 

Renewable Gas Supply Resource Evaluation Methodology) to evaluate both RNG 4 

offtake agreements and investment opportunities.  This methodology assesses the 5 

customer costs and benefits of both NW Natural-owned RNG projects and third-6 

party RNG contracts on an apples-to-apples basis.   7 

We are able to select resources only once they are “actionable,” which 8 

means we have finalized negotiations and have draft agreements in place with the 9 

counterparties, so that the resource is truly an option for our customers.  We also 10 

look at when the resource will deliver, and when the final agreements would be 11 

able to be signed.  For instance, we are in communication with some developers 12 

who have resources that would not deliver until 2025 or 2026.  We would not select 13 

and pursue those resources – we would not treat them as “actionable” – until we 14 

saw that the developers had funding, initial gas agreements in place, etc.  15 

Q. Please briefly describe NW Natural’s evolution in how it evaluates RNG 16 

projects. 17 

A. Prior to the development and approval of NW Natural’s Renewable Gas Supply 18 

Resource Evaluation Methodology, the Company evaluated projects on a dollar 19 

per-mmbtu basis (both as bundled resources and unbundled resources). After the 20 

risk-adjusted Renewable Gas Supply Resource Evaluation Methodology was 21 

developed, we applied it to the Company’s first RNG qualified investment, 22 

Lexington.  We have since applied it to all other potential RNG acquisitions (offtake 23 
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procurements and qualified investments), including Dakota City, since that time.  1 

We are looking forward to continuing to evaluate projects on an incremental cost 2 

basis, which better enables the apples-to-apples comparisons that RNG 3 

opportunities require. 4 

Q. Please further describe the Renewable Gas Supply Resource Evaluation 5 

Methodology. 6 

A. The Renewable Gas Supply Resource Evaluation Methodology is used to 7 

determine the incremental cost of RNG from a particular project as opposed to 8 

using conventional natural gas.  The incremental cost of RNG is the difference 9 

between the “all-in” (or total) cost of RNG and the “all-in” cost of conventional 10 

natural gas.  Calculating the incremental cost of RNG is required under OAR 860-11 

0150-200 and the Commission approved the Renewable Gas Supply Resource 12 

Evaluation Methodology for that purpose.19  The Company has since incorporated 13 

into the methodology a risk-adjustment metric for evaluating resources established 14 

in its 2018 IRP.  Incorporating this metric results in a risk-adjusted incremental 15 

cost, which better reflects the risks associated with potential development projects.  16 

The Company has continued to update the incremental cost of the Dakota City 17 

RNG project since the decision to invest.  Based on the cost of service, it currently 18 

finds that the first-year levelized incremental cost of RNG from the project will be 19 

 
 
19 In the Matter of Public Utility Commission of Oregon, Investigation into the Use of Northwest Natural's 

Renewable Natural Gas Evaluation Methodology, Docket No. UM 2030, Order No. 20-403 (Nov. 5, 2020). 
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[BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]   

[END CONFIDENTIAL] (see Confidential NW Natural/104, Chittum). 2 

Q. In applying the Renewable Gas Supply Resource Evaluation Methodology, 3 

please describe the inputs the Company used to determine the all-in cost of 4 

conventional natural gas and the Dakota City RNG project. 5 

A. The “all-in” cost of conventional gas represents the total cost for a unit of natural 6 

gas (i.e., what customers pay for a unit of gas delivered), not just the commodity 7 

costs of gas.  Mathematically this is shown as: 8 

  All-in Cost = Commodity cost of gas + Green-House-Gas Compliance costs 9 

+ Supply Infrastructure Costs + Distribution System Costs + Capacity Costs 10 

To determine the “all-in” cost of the Dakota City RNG project, the cost of service 11 

is inputted by year.  Key components include: 12 

i. Regulated return on rate base according to the project investment cost; 13 

ii. Other costs associated with the investment, including interest payments, 14 

depreciation, taxes, etc.; 15 

iii. NW Natural’s cost to purchase the project’s RNG from Dakota City 16 

Renewable Energy, LLC; 17 

iv. Proceeds from the sale of the physical gas (revenue offset); and 18 

v. Proceeds from Dakota Renewable Energy LLC’s cash flow distributions 19 

(revenue offset). 20 

Since NW Natural sells the underlying natural gas to the local gas marketer, in 21 

order to determine the true “all-in” cost of the RNG, the analysis also calculates 22 

the cost of conventional gas that customers will be paying in association with the 23 
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use and retirement of the RTCs from the Dakota City RNG project.  This, in total, 1 

is the “all-in” cost of the Dakota City RNG project. 2 

Q.  After calculating the “all-in” cost of both conventional gas and the Dakota 3 

City RNG project, what happens next? 4 

A. The Company calculates the difference between the “all-in” cost of the Dakota City 5 

RNG project and conventional natural gas as explained above.  The difference of 6 

this calculation yields the incremental cost of the Dakota City RNG project, viewed 7 

as annual costs over the life of the project.  These costs are then discounted to the 8 

present to determine what the incremental cost of the project is on a levelized $/Dth 9 

basis.   10 

Q. How is risk accounted for in evaluating incremental cost of an RNG 11 

resource? 12 

A.  The incremental cost of RNG is risk-adjusted using inputs that reflect the potential 13 

upside and downside scenarios for things that can affect the “all-in” cost of RNG 14 

or the conventional gas it is replacing.  Risks to the cost of RNG include:  15 

• Likelihood that the underlying gas resource goes away, and/or the project 16 

ceases to produce any RNG, 17 

• Likelihood that the project is delayed past its expected start date, 18 

• Likelihood that the project’s volumes will be less or more than expected, 19 

• Potential increase or decrease in the project’s calculated carbon intensity 20 

relative to the expected carbon intensity score, 21 

• Probability that the capital and operating costs will be higher or lower than 22 

expected, 23 
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• Likelihood that the offtake price (if relevant) will be higher or lower than 1 

modeled, and 2 

• Likelihood that any revenues generated by the project (e.g., brown gas 3 

sales or credit generation) will be more or less than expected. 4 

Risks to the costs avoided from the conventional gas the RNG is replacing include: 5 

• Potential increase or decrease in the price of conventional natural gas, 6 

• Potential increase or decrease in the cost of emissions associated with 7 

combustion of conventional natural gas 8 

These sources of risk are evaluated using a Monte Carlo simulation to 9 

estimate the potential that the incremental cost of the RNG project could be higher 10 

or lower than expected, where 500 different estimates for incremental cost are 11 

estimated through the simulation process.  Using the Company’s risk-adjusted 12 

metric for evaluating resources established in NW Natural’s 2018 IRP, the risk-13 

adjusted incremental cost of the project is determined by multiplying the base case 14 

incremental cost estimate times a weighting of 75 percent plus multiplying the 95 15 

percent percentile of the incremental cost estimates from the Monte Carlo 16 

simulations (i.e., the 25th most expensive of the 500 estimates) times a weighting 17 

of 25 percent.  It is important to note that the risk-adjusted incremental cost is 18 

higher than the expected cost as the risk adjustment is always a “penalty” that 19 

results in a higher cost than the expected (or base case) cost estimate.  The risk-20 

adjusted incremental cost figure is used for comparing projects on an apples-to-21 

apples basis while accounting for the specific risks of any given project. 22 
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Q. Since NW Natural made the investment decision to pursue the Dakota City 1 

RNG project, has there been any changes to forecasted RNG production? 2 

A. Yes.  After the investment decision was made, we asked Tyson to continue to 3 

supply monthly data as available for the Dakota City facility. Since that time, NW 4 

Natural has re-evaluated the amount of RNG the Dakota City project will produce 5 

based on more recent production data.  The more recent data show a decline in 6 

production due to multiple factors, including [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  7 

 8 

 9 

END CONFIDENTIAL] 10 

due to continuing personnel challenges since the onset of the COVID-19 11 

pandemic.  Due to this more recent data, NW Natural is now conservatively 12 

estimating production to be [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  [END 13 

CONFIDENTIAL] during a ramp-up period, rising to about [BEGIN 14 

CONFIDENTIAL]  [END CONFIDENTIAL] in Year 4.  15 

Nonetheless, our discussions with Tyson indicate that it remains strongly 16 

committed to its Dakota City facility and Tyson continues to make investments in 17 

it.  While our recent estimates are conservative in that we do not assume the facility 18 

will reach pre-COVID levels of raw gas production, we do assume that the COVID-19 

related personnel challenges will abate at Tyson.  [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL] 20 

 21 

  22 
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develop) RNG projects at that time, even when accounting for the risks associated 1 

with the project.  2 

While there were several development projects that were projected to have 3 

slightly lower risk-adjusted incremental costs than the Dakota City RNG project, 4 

and other projects that have been identified since the investment decision in 5 

Dakota City was made, those projects were opportunities that were not actionable 6 

at the time of the Dakota City decision, or are projects that the Company is still 7 

pursuing but are not yet fully actionable.  The Company is simultaneously working 8 

on development of all the viable, lower-cost development project resources that 9 

are available to be developed, and intends to develop them for our customers in 10 

the near future.  The Company will need all of these projects and more to reach 11 

the RNG Statute’s acquisition targets.  The Company currently projects that it will 12 

acquire RNG that is equivalent to 1.33 percent of its Oregon sales load in 2024.  13 

The RNG Statute’s acquisition target is 5 percent in that year and will increase to 14 

10 percent in 2025.  This means that NW Natural needs to pursue additional RNG 15 

acquisitions to meet those targets.  Doing so may include those RNG investments 16 

that were initially identified to have a slightly lower cost than the Dakota City RNG 17 

project but are not yet ready to construct, as well as additional RNG purchases.   18 

In short, pursuing the Dakota City RNG project should not be viewed as a 19 

choice that excludes future RNG acquisitions.  Instead, NW Natural needs to 20 

develop a portfolio of resources to meet RNG Statute’s targets, and, as such, NW 21 

Natural is first prioritizing RNG resources that can produce RNG in the near-term 22 

while also continuing to investigate RNG acquisitions with a longer lead time.  Both 23 
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for RNG Statute and CPP Rule compliance would generate, is quite strong.  The 1 

chart below shows the value over the past 2 years, on a per-mmbtu basis, of RNG 2 

that sells into the D3 RIN markets.  While the market has experienced some 3 

volatility during this time period, the overall value of RNG in these markets remain 4 

strong, with a 2-year average of over $33/mmbtu.  5 

Weekly Transfer Prices of D3 RINs 6 

 

 The Company closely follows other markets that can influence the price of RNG, 7 

such as the RIN markets, and finds that developing our own RNG projects is an effective 8 

way to secure RNG resources over the long term and insulate our customers from the 9 

price-inflating impact of these other RNG markets.  10 

IV. OVERVIEW OF THE DAKOTA CITY RNG PROJECT AND ITS 11 
PARTCIPANTS 12 

 
Q. What is the process for converting biogas to RNG? 13 

A. The process to convert biogas to RNG involves separating the primary biogas 14 

constituents of methane and carbon dioxide (major gases) from other components 15 
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biogas is being upgraded into RNG using Greenlane systems than by any other 1 

provider.  Greenlane was selected as part of the Company’s engineering, 2 

procurement, and construction (EPC) arrangement with Miron.  As described in 3 

Section VII.B, NW Natural pays Miron a fixed amount to build the project and Miron 4 

selected Greenlane.  NW Natural also performed due diligence on Greenlane prior 5 

to its selection, as further described in Section VI, and found that it had an excellent 6 

reputation in providing biogas upgrading technology.  7 

Q. Did NW Natural use pressure swing adsorption technology for the Lexington 8 

RNG project? 9 

A. No.  For Lexington, NW Natural used membrane gas upgrading technology, which 10 

is a different technology to convert raw biogas into RNG. 11 

Q. Why is NW Natural using a different technology for the Dakota City project? 12 

A. There are four main types of gas cleaning equipment used in the RNG industry 13 

today: membrane technology, pressure-swing adsorption technology, cryogenic 14 

technology, and water wash technology.  Each technology offers different technical 15 

and economic benefits and considerations, and the use of one technology over 16 

another is mostly dependent upon the underlying constituents of the raw gas and 17 

site conditions.  While all are proven technologies with long histories of successful 18 

commercial applications, the Dakota City biogas differs from Lexington in its gas 19 

composition because they process different cuts of meat.  Due to the resultant 20 

differences in gas composition, pressure swing adsorption technology was 21 

recommended for the Dakota City RNG project by the engineering consultants on 22 

the project.   23 
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Q. Will the Dakota City RNG project be entitled to use all of the raw biogas 1 

produced by Tyson Fresh Meats? 2 

A. Yes, the Dakota City RNG project has access to all the raw biogas that Tyson 3 

Fresh Meats’ Dakota City facility produces.   4 

Q. How is Tyson Fresh Meats incentivized to maximize onsite biogas 5 

production? 6 

A. As explained below in Section V, Financial Structure of the Dakota City RNG 7 

Project, Tyson Fresh Meats receives a royalty from Dakota City Renewable Energy 8 

LLC based on the amount of RNG that is produced and sold,  although it is entitled 9 

to receive a [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]  10 

 [END HIGHLY 11 

CONFIDENTIAL].  However,  aside from this minimum amount, a royalty payment 12 

based on RNG that is produced and sold aligns the incentives of Tyson Fresh 13 

Meats and NW Natural to produce as much biogas (and thus RNG) as possible, 14 

as the bulk of their overall payment is tied to the royalty payment. 15 

Q. Please describe the Dakota City RNG project’s co-developers, BioCarbN and 16 

Cross River. 17 

  A. BioCarbN is an environmental infrastructure project developer and operator, 18 

focused on building and operating anaerobic digester and wastewater reuse plants 19 

for the production of RNG and other products.  BioCarbN has a long-standing 20 

relationship with Tyson Fresh Meats and has completed a variety of wastewater-21 

based projects at different Tyson facilities around the country.  BioCarbN’s history 22 

and relationship with Tyson was one of the key reasons NW Natural was attracted 23 
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to a partnership with them.  BioCarbN negotiated the original site license 1 

agreement with Tyson that gave them the exclusive option to use Tyson’s raw gas 2 

to produce RNG at multiple facilities and conducted initial technical evaluation of 3 

RNG production potential at those facilities before they sought a partnership with 4 

NW Natural. 5 

Cross River Infrastructure Partners LLC (“Cross River”) is a sustainable 6 

infrastructure business focused on developing projects and commercializing 7 

sustainable technologies.  It partners with developers and technology companies 8 

to accelerate the deployment of projects focused on upcycling waste streams and 9 

carbon emissions to produce valuable sources of renewable energy, hydrogen, 10 

agricultural products and industrial materials.  The principals of Cross River have 11 

extensive project finance and project development backgrounds, including 12 

investing in and/or arranging financing for billions of dollars for energy and clean 13 

energy infrastructure projects, and developing renewable energy projects.  These 14 

projects include not only an existing NW Natural project (Lexington), but also 15 

[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]:  16 

 17 

 18 

 [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL].  To participate in 19 

this project, BioCarbN and Cross River formed a separate LLC, BioCarbN and 20 

Cross River Biogas Dakota City LLC (colloquially referred to as “BioCross LLC").   21 

Q. Was NW Natural originally involved in developing the Dakota City RNG 22 

project? 23 
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A. No.  BioCross LLC brought the Dakota City RNG project to NW Natural for 1 

consideration after its partnership with Tyson was already in place.  At that time, 2 

BioCross LLC already had a negotiated term sheet for the raw biogas from Tyson 3 

and had performed site visits to perform initial due diligence and a technical 4 

evaluation on the raw biogas.  This is very typical of RNG project development, 5 

where a developer brings a project that is partially developed to a funder to secure 6 

funding for the project once key agreements are in place and initial economic and 7 

technical assessments have been undertaken. 8 

Q. Did NW Natural form an affiliated subsidiary as part of developing the Dakota 9 

City RNG project? 10 

A. Yes.  NW Natural formed an affiliated subsidiary, Dakota City Renewable Energy 11 

LLC. Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC is owned by NW Natural RNG Holding 12 

Company, LLC and BioCross LLC.  NW Natural RNG Holding Company, LLC is a 13 

wholly-owned NW Natural subsidiary.  The purpose of NW Natural RNG Holding 14 

Company, LLC is to assist NW Natural with investing in RNG infrastructure to meet 15 

RNG Statute targets and for CPP Rule compliance, such as the Lexington RNG 16 

project and this project.  NW Natural RNG Holding Company, LLC owns all Class 17 

A membership interests in Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC, and BioCross LLC 18 

owns all Class B membership interests.  The purpose of Dakota City Renewable 19 

Energy LLC is to invest in the Dakota City RNG project.  This type of ownership 20 

structure, which was also utilized for the Lexington RNG project, is shown in the 21 

figure below.  22 
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  Second, the organizational structure protects NW Natural and its 1 

customers.  Since Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC is its own legal entity, its 2 

creditors and counterparties would only be able to access Dakota City Renewable 3 

Energy LLC’s assets and not the utility assets of NW Natural.  4 

Finally, forming NW Natural RNG Holding Company, LLC will allow NW 5 

Natural to govern multiple project LLCs in a more organized manner through its 6 

own board, making it more efficient to invest in RNG.  This creates a greater focus 7 

on RNG investments and, as such, assists in ensuring that such investments are 8 

well-managed.  In this way, the structure promotes good corporate governance.   9 

Q. As the owners of Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC, what rights and 10 

responsibilities do NW Natural RNG Holding Company, LLC and BioCross 11 

LLC have? 12 

A. NW Natural RNG Holding Company, LLC and BioCross LLC entered into an LLC 13 

Agreement that establishes the rights and responsibilities of each entity regarding 14 

Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC.21  The LLC Agreement gives NW Natural 15 

RNG Holding Company oversight over major business decisions of Dakota City 16 

Renewable Energy LLC.  NW Natural RNG Holding Company also contributes all 17 

the capital for the project.  The LLC Agreement specifies that BioCarbN LLC, a 18 

part owner of BioCross LLC, has management responsibilities for Dakota City 19 

Renewable Energy, LLC.  An affiliate of BioCarbN will manage the project day-to-20 

 
 
21 Subject to a modified protective order in this proceeding, NW Natural will provide the LLC Agreement to 

parties through a response to a data request.  
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day during both the construction and operation periods.   This arrangement is 1 

typical of RNG development partners in the industry, in that the development 2 

partner contributes “sweat equity” to the project, the engineering work to evaluate 3 

the raw gas composition, and the technology evaluation.  As a result of the 4 

developer’s equity ownership in the entity (in this case Dakota City Renewable 5 

Energy, LLC) that owns the RNG project, the developer typically receives an 6 

ongoing distribution of cash from such RNG project . 7 

Q. Does BioCross LLC bear any of the risks of the Dakota City RNG project? 8 

A. Yes.  Per the LLC Agreement, BioCross LLC receives cash distributions from 9 

Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC  based on the amount of RNG the project 10 

produces.  If the project produces less RNG, then BioCross LLC receives reduced 11 

distributions.  Since BioCarbN will be managing the project day-to-day through its 12 

affiliate, this creates a meaningful financial incentive for it, as a part owner of 13 

BioCross LLC, to ensure the project is managed in such a way that it produces as 14 

much RNG as possible.22  Additionally, if BioCarbN’s affiliate (BioCarbN Dakota 15 

City Management LLC) is replaced as the manager of the RNG project, BioCross 16 

LLC’s distributions are reduced.  This creates an additional financial incentive for 17 

BioCross LLC to manage the project effectively .  It also ensures that Cross River, 18 

the other owner of BioCross LLC, bears production risk as well.  [BEGIN 19 

CONFIDENTIAL]  20 

 
 
22 [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  

[END CONFIDENTIAL]. 
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 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

 10 

 11 

[END CONFIDENTIAL].  In 12 

short, the financial arrangement with BioCross LLC strongly encourages BioCarbN 13 

to manage the project in a way that reduces costs and increases RNG production.  14 

Q. Without managing the project day-to-day, how will NW Natural ensure that it 15 

is kept up to date with how the Dakota City RNG project is performing?  16 

A. Under the Management Services Agreement,23 NW Natural RNG Holding 17 

Company, LLC will receive monthly operational reports from the BioCarbN affiliate 18 

that is managing the project day-to-day (BioCarbN Dakota City Management LLC).  19 

BioCarbN Dakota City Management LLC also must provide prompt notice of any 20 

 
 
23 Subject to a modified protective order in this proceeding, NW Natural will provide the Management 

Services Agreement to parties through a response to a data request. 
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material change or event that would impact production of RNG and is required to 1 

meet with the Company at least quarterly (and on an ad hoc basis as necessary).  2 

Additionally, NW Natural RNG Holding Company, LLC has weekly meetings with 3 

the project manager during the development stage and, as stated above, we 4 

anticipate having regular meetings during the operational phase.  As issues 5 

emerge from our regular meetings, we will remain closely involved in overall asset 6 

management and will be encouraging strong performance under the Management 7 

Services Agreement.  NW Natural RNG Holding Company, LLC also has access 8 

to the project site under the Biogas Processing Facility Site License Agreement, 9 

which is described in the next section of my testimony.  Company representatives 10 

will be present during the initial commissioning phase of the project and will plan 11 

to visit the site on an as-needed basis thereafter.  Finally, NW Natural RNG Holding 12 

Company, LLC may select a different manager if BioCarbN Dakota City 13 

Management LLC materially fails to fulfill its management responsibilities.   14 

Q. Please explain why NW Natural used this type of structure for the Dakota 15 

City RNG project. 16 

A.  The Dakota City RNG project structure, which has multiple equity partners  and 17 

allows for a pro-rata distribution of cash to those partners from the operation of the 18 

project, is typical, customary, expected by a developer and not uniquely complex 19 

in the energy industry.  Additionally, using affiliates mitigates the potential liability 20 

risks associated with the project, as well as facilitates the relationship with non-21 

affiliated developers, as explained above.  Also, as explained above, this structure 22 

incentivizes all parties, including Tyson and BioCross LLC, to produce as much 23 
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RNG as possible and to control and reduce expenses, by linking the benefits of 1 

their equity stake to the success of the project.  Further, the costs to customers are 2 

the same as they would be if the project were developed without forming affiliates 3 

but with additional risks and potential liabilities.  If undertaken within the utility (and 4 

not within an affiliate), the project would still need to pay BioCross LLC its 5 

development fee, pay BioCross an ongoing fee to make up for its lack of equity 6 

partner cash distributions, pay BioCarbN a management fee, and otherwise offer 7 

BioCross LLC the same economics as the current structure.  Furthermore, NW 8 

Natural would lose the benefits that forming affiliates provides.  As stated above, 9 

this includes allowing BioCross LLC to own part of the project without owning some 10 

part of NW Natural, liability protections, and better corporate governance.   11 

V. FINANCIAL STRUCTURE OF THE DAKOTA CITY RNG PROJECT 12 

Q. Please explain how the Dakota City RNG project is funded. 13 

A. NW Natural first capitalizes NW Natural RNG Holding Company, LLC.  NW Natural 14 

RNG Holding Company, LLC then uses that capital to invest in Dakota City 15 

Renewable Energy LLC and receives Class A membership interests.  Dakota City 16 

Renewable Energy LLC uses those funds to purchase all project assets, which it 17 

also owns, and enters into the Biogas Processing Facility Site License 18 

Agreement24 with Tyson for the raw biogas that the project will turn into RNG.  19 

BioCross LLC owns all Class B membership interests in Dakota City Renewable 20 

 
 
24 Subject to a modified protective order in this proceeding, NW Natural will provide the Biogas Processing 

Facility Site License Agreement to parties through a response to a data request. 
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Energy LLC.  The graphics in NW Natural/105, Chittum/2-3 illustrate this.   As 1 

explained above, BioCross LLC does not contribute capital, but already had 2 

contributed significant “sweat equity” to the project by performing diligence, 3 

forming a relationship with Tyson, and pursuing the initial development of the 4 

project prior to NW Natural’s involvement.    5 

Q. After the project is complete and is producing RNG, please explain how 6 

Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC sells the RNG to NW Natural. 7 

A. Through the RNG sales agreement, Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC will sell 8 

the bundled RNG (both the RTC and the physical gas) to NW Natural.  [BEGIN 9 

CONFIDENTIAL]  10 

 [END CONFIDENTIAL].25  Dakota City Renewable 11 

Energy uses that revenue to pay for O&M, property taxes, a royalty to Tyson for 12 

the raw biogas, the management fee, and a distribution to the Class B holder 13 

(BioCross LLC).  This is shown in NW Natural/105, Chittum/4.  As explained above, 14 

this structure incentivizes RNG production [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  15 

 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

 
 
25 [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  [END 

CONFIDENTIAL]. 
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 [END CONFIDENTIAL].  In this way, the risk of any 1 

cost overruns is not solely borne by NW Natural and its customers but rather is 2 

shared equitably with BioCross LLC.   3 

After Dakota City has paid project costs, all the capital contributions to the 4 

Class A holder (NW Natural RNG Holding Company, LLC) are credited to NW 5 

Natural’s customers and netted against the project cost experienced by customers, 6 

thus lowering the price that our customers will ultimately pay in rates.  This is 7 

shown in NW Natural/105, Chittum/5.  8 

Q. Please explain NW Natural’s next steps after it acquires the RNG from Dakota 9 

City Renewable Energy LLC. 10 

A. NW Natural sells the physical gas the project produces to a local gas marketer and 11 

retains the RTC to retire on behalf of customers to meet the RNG Statute’s portfolio 12 

targets, as well as comply with the CPP Rule.  Proceeds from the sale of the 13 

physical gas also lower the costs that our customers will ultimately pay.  This is 14 

shown in NW Natural/105, Chittum/6. 15 

Q. Please summarize all of these steps. 16 

A. In summary, NW Natural initially pays [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  17 

 [END CONFIDENTIAL] to Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC for 18 

RNG.  After Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC pays all the operating costs of 19 

the project, the remaining funds are distributed to NW Natural RNG Holding 20 

Company, LLC and BioCross LLC.  The distributions to NW Natural RNG Holding 21 

Company, LLC directly offset the total cost that our customers pay for the RNG.  22 

The cost is further reduced by NW Natural’s sale of the physical gas from the 23 
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project.  Then, NW Natural’s depreciation expense, cost of capital, and income tax 1 

are added, as shown in in NW Natural/105, Chittum/7, resulting in a risk adjusted 2 

first year incremental cost of [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  [END 3 

CONFIDENTIAL] per dekatherm for the first year of project operations.  This 4 

results in the same cost that would have been incurred had the utility developed 5 

the project without forming affiliates, and with lower risks to the Company and its 6 

customers.  We also note that the per dekatherm cost will be higher in the project’s 7 

initial years, which reflects the higher amount of undepreciated capital investment 8 

in those years and lower production, which is expected to ramp up in subsequent 9 

years. 10 

VI. NW NATURAL’S INVESTMENT IN THE DAKOTA CITY RNG PROJECT 11 

Q. Please describe the capital costs of the Dakota City RNG project. 12 

A. Based on current projections, NW Natural expects that it will invest approximately 13 

$12.5 million in the Dakota City RNG project.  NW Natural will provide the actual 14 

costs to the parties after the project goes into service.  The capital expenditures 15 

fall into two general categories: 1) project costs under the engineering, 16 

procurement, and construction (“EPC”) agreement with Miron,26 and 2) project 17 

costs outside of the EPC agreement.  The major capital expenditures are 18 

summarized in the table below.  19 

Main Capital Expenditure Components (millions):  20 

 
 
26 Subject to a modified protective order in this proceeding, NW Natural will provide the EPC agreement to 

parties through a response to a data request. 
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Project Costs Under EPC Agreement Cost  

     Greenlane Upgrading Equipment  

     Balance of Plant $4,260,030 

     Sales Tax  

    EPC Construction, Design, and Engineering  

     Site Conditions and Requirements $231,666 

Project Costs Outside EPC Agreement  

     Owner’s Engineer (pre/post Notice to Proceed)  

     Developer Fee  

     Initial Annual BioCarbN Project Management Fee  

     Transaction, Legal, Permitting Costs $383,550 

     Risk and Operating Reserve and Contingency  

     Interconnection Fee $1,855,794 

  

Q. Please describe the Greenlane Biogas Upgrading Equipment cost. 1 

A. As explained above, the Dakota City RNG project will utilize Greenlane Biogas 2 

upgrading equipment to separate the methane component of the biogas from 3 

carbon dioxide.  This results in RNG that will be injected into the MidAmerican 4 

Energy Company pipeline system. Greenlane Biogas is a pressure swing 5 

adsorption technology provider that specializes in biogas upgrading and CO2 6 

recovery systems and has extensive experience in the United States and 7 

internationally. 8 
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Q. Please describe the Balance of Plant and Sales Tax costs. 1 

A. Balance of plant costs include earthwork, foundations, interconnecting process 2 

piping, electrical/control, and fencing.  Sales tax costs are sales taxes associated 3 

with major equipment procurement. 4 

Q. Please describe the EPC Construction, Design, and Engineering costs. 5 

A.   EPC design and engineering is the design engineering included in the EPC 6 

contract scope.  Miron, as the EPC contractor, is compensated monthly for the 7 

successful completion of Project Milestones as set forth in the Milestone Payment 8 

Schedule of the EPC agreement.  No payment is made for partial completion of a 9 

Project Milestone. 10 

Q. Please describe the Site Conditions and Requirements costs. 11 

A.  Site conditions and requirements include both permanent and temporary costs.  12 

Permanent costs include earthwork, site concrete, miscellaneous concrete, 13 

substructures, carpentry, joint sealants, doors and windows, glazing, painting, 14 

flooring, fire protection, plumbing, HVAC, process piping, insulation, electrification 15 

and instrumentation.  Temporary costs include site security, third-party testing 16 

services, temporary field office, temporary roads and site access, temporary 17 

power, temporary toilets, temporary telephone, cleanup, housing/subsistence, 18 

performance and payment bonds as well as project all-risk insurance.  19 

Q. Please describe non-EPC project costs. 20 

A.  Non-EPC project costs include investor transaction fee, development fee, other 21 

permitting costs, owner’s engineer fees, legal fees, interconnection fee, annual 22 

land lease, property taxes, insurance, management fees, risk and contingency 23 
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 [END HIGHLY 1 

CONFIDENTIAL]. 2 

RNG Upgrader Costs 3 

Comprised of routine maintenance, the use of materials/consumables, and power 4 

to run the RNG upgrader equipment, these costs will be variable and dependent 5 

on the volumes of RNG produced. 6 

Greenlane Biogas Service Level Agreement 7 

At this time, Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC is expected to pay Greenlane 8 

Biogas, the provider of the RNG upgrader equipment, [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL] 9 

 [END CONFIDENTIAL]. 10 

MidAmerican Transportation and Interconnect Costs 11 

Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC will pay MidAmerican Energy Company 12 

[BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  13 

 14 

 [END CONFIDENTIAL]. 15 

Management Fee 16 

Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC will pay the BioCarbN affiliate managing the 17 

project, BioCarbN Dakota City Management LLC [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  18 

 [END CONFIDENTIAL].  This fee is specific 19 

to the current agreement with BioCarbN Dakota City Management LLC and may 20 

vary if a different management company is used in the future. 21 

Other Costs 22 
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Additional costs to be incurred by Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC include the 1 

wages of two part-time technicians, third-party sampling costs, equipment and 2 

expendable materials for routine maintenance, land lease, property taxes, and 3 

insurance. 4 

Q. What will the Company receive in return for paying the capital and operating 5 

costs associated with the Dakota City RNG project?  6 

A. As stated above, NW Natural will receive all the RNG that the project produces.  It 7 

will sell the physical gas the project produces in the market, but retain the 8 

environmental attributes associated with the gas—the RTCs—to meet the RNG 9 

Statute acquisition targets and to comply with the CPP Rule.  10 

Q.  Please further explain the benefits NW Natural expects to receive from the 11 

federal Inflation Reduction Act, which will reduce the Dakota City RNG 12 

project’s cost to customers.  13 

A.  As described in Section II, the Inflation Reduction Act was passed after the 14 

investment decision for Dakota City was made, but the Company has now updated 15 

its financial analysis to include the benefits of the Investment Tax Credit for RNG 16 

equipment.  Based on its evaluation of the IRA with external tax counsel, the 17 

Company concluded that a 30 percent Investment Tax Credit is the appropriate 18 

level of credit to assume at this time.  It is possible that the credit could reach as 19 

high as 50 percent if the project is determined to be located in a specific “energy 20 

community.”  The U.S. Treasury Department, however, has not yet issued 21 

guidance on what constitutes an “energy community.”  Therefore, we do not know 22 
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if Dakota City will be identified as an eligible community and have not assumed 1 

that we would be able to access that additional bonus credit.   2 

Q. What costs does NW Natural seek to recover in rates? 3 

A. The Company seeks to recover in rates the costs of the project minus the offsetting 4 

revenue the project produces.  The costs of the project include depreciation on all 5 

Dakota City assets, cost of capital, and income taxes, in addition to the operating 6 

costs described above (O&M, property taxes, royalty to Tyson for the raw biogas, 7 

management fee, and a distribution to the Class B holder, BioCross LLC).  The 8 

offsetting revenue the project produces is Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC’s 9 

distribution to the Class A holder, NW Natural RNG Holding Company, as well as 10 

the sale of the physical gas the project produces.  The rate treatment of the Dakota 11 

City RNG project is further described in the Direct Testimony of Lora Bourdo and 12 

Kyle Walker (NW Natural/200, Bourdo-Walker). 13 

Q. In addition to pursuing the Dakota City RNG project, has the Company 14 

entered into any RNG offtake agreements with third parties or made any 15 

other RNG investments? 16 

A. Yes.  NW Natural currently has three RNG offtakes.  The Commission has 17 

reviewed all of these offtakes in PGA proceedings (Anew LLC (formerly Element 18 

Markets Renewable Energy LLC) NYC and BP Products North America Inc., and 19 

Archaea).  In addition, the Company has made an RNG investment in the 20 

Lexington RNG project, which the Commission found to be prudent in NW 21 

Natural’s most recent general rate case (UG 435). 22 
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invested about $237 million in upgrades to the plant over the last decade.  This 1 

indicates that Tyson’s Dakota City facilities will continue in operation and provide 2 

an ongoing source of biogas that can be converted into RNG.  During the 3 

development and construction of the Lexington RNG project, the Company 4 

established relationships with key employees at Tyson Fresh Meats involved in the 5 

wastewater systems, and developed additional strong relationships with new 6 

executives that oversaw Tyson’s partnerships with BioCarbN and NW Natural.  We 7 

continue to feel that Tyson is an excellent partner in these projects, and Tyson 8 

better understands the kind of data and insight into their processes that we need 9 

to improve the forecasting of our gas production at both Lexington and Dakota City.  10 

For BioCarbN and Cross River Infrastructure Partners, LLC, NW Natural 11 

found that BioCarbN had already completed a variety of wastewater-based 12 

projects at different Tyson facilities around the country, indicating that they have a 13 

proven track record in working with Tyson on similar projects.  At the time of the 14 

Dakota City investment decision in November 2021, the Lexington RNG project 15 

was being built and both BioCarbN and Cross River Infrastructure Partners, LLC 16 

were involved in completing the project on-time and without cost overruns.  The 17 

principals of Cross River Infrastructure Partners LLC also have a proven track 18 

record in developing RNG facilities as described in Section III above.  In addition, 19 

since neither BioCarbN nor Cross River Infrastructure Partners LLC was providing 20 

capital to the project and there was no reliance on their balance sheet to financially 21 

support the project, there was no concern with these entities’ creditworthiness.   22 
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For MidAmerican Energy, the Company found that they are rated A1/ Stable 1 

by Moody’s.  This rating indicates a financially stable company. MidAmerican is a 2 

subsidiary of Berkshire Hathaway, Inc. which holds a Moody’s rating of Aa2/ 3 

Stable.  See Confidential NW Natural/106, Chittum.  4 

For Greenlane, the Company called multiple facilities that had implemented 5 

Greenlane systems and spoke with the operators about their experience with 6 

Greenlane equipment.  Greenlane is not rated by ratings agencies but was found 7 

to present a [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  8 

 [END 9 

CONFIDENTIAL].  See Confidential NW Natural/107, Chittum. 10 

For Symmetry Energy, the Company evaluated them for the Lexington RNG 11 

project previously, and again for the Dakota City RNG project. Symmetry is the 12 

gas marketer for the energy content of the gas from the project. [BEGIN 13 

CONFIDENTIAL]  14 

 15 

 [END CONFIDENTIAL].  16 

However, Symmetry was one of the marketers that could move the physical gas 17 

on the MidAmerican system.  Although NW Natural also considered other gas 18 

marketers, we selected them because Symmetry has a good track record of 19 

marketing the gas at the Lexington RNG project, and, as such, we have an 20 

established relationship with them.  In addition, Symmetry was attractive because 21 

it is the primary provider of gas to the Tyson facility for a variety of uses. See 22 

Confidential, NW Natural/108, Chittum. 23 
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Tyson Fresh Meats has been [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  [END 1 

CONFIDENTIAL] with its experience with Miron, which has managed construction 2 

of other projects on Tyson sites, including Lexington.   Miron has an [BEGIN 3 

CONFIDENTIAL] [END CONFIDENTIAL] reputation with Tyson and it 4 

regularly delivers projects, such as Lexington, on time and on budget..  5 

Q. Please explain the technical due diligence the Company conducted. 6 

A. NW Natural utilized both in-house resources and external resources to conduct the 7 

technical due diligence.  NW Natural and BioCarbN engaged Nexus and Biogas 8 

Engineering during the due diligence process to evaluate the technology selection, 9 

the quality of the construction and development team, and key risks of the Dakota 10 

City RNG project.  11 

  Based on Biogas Engineering’s assessment and the earlier work done by 12 

Nexus, the Company reached definitive agreements for initial investments in the 13 

project.   14 

  Biogas Engineering continues to serve as the technical consultant for the 15 

development phase of the project and provides support to both Miron and 16 

BioCarbN. 17 

Q. Please explain the financial due diligence the Company conducted. 18 

A. NW Natural received pro forma financial models from BioCarbN.  We made some 19 

key changes to BioCarbN’s pro forma inputs to reflect more conservative 20 

assumptions than BioCross LLC had initially made.  We evaluated the assumed 21 

operating costs and evaluated the risk with which capital cost overruns were likely 22 

within the proposed construction contract.  As previously discussed, we evaluated 23 
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the historical gas flow of the Dakota City lagoon based on Tyson-provided data, 1 

and worked with Tyson to derive a reasonable estimate of overall production of the 2 

RNG project and continued to update that assessment after the investment 3 

decision was made in November 2021.    4 

 In addition, NW Natural evaluated the impact of selling the physical gas the 5 

project produces for less than it expects.  If NW Natural receives less than what it 6 

expects for the physical gas that the Dakota City RNG project produces, it will 7 

increase the price that customers must pay for the project.27  In general, however, 8 

natural gas markets move together directionally throughout the United States.  9 

Therefore, if the prices of the sale of physical gas in Nebraska is reduced, we can 10 

reasonably expect that the prices Oregon customers pay for physical gas will also 11 

be reduced.  Finally, we also utilized our tax expertise to ensure our tax 12 

assumptions associated with a project of this type in Nebraska were well-founded.   13 

Q. Please explain the environmental diligence the Company conducted. 14 

A. NW Natural has conducted extensive diligence into the operating conditions and 15 

environmental impacts of the Dakota City RNG project, including securing Clean 16 

Energy Counsel’s evaluation of the permits required and outstanding permit 17 

requirements. NW Natural’s internal Environmental and Sustainability 18 

Management team reviewed and evaluated the Phase 1 environmental site 19 

assessment conducted by NAQS at BioCarbN’s request. 20 

 
 
27 As explained above, NW Natural intends to sell the physical gas that the Lexington RNG project produces 

and retain the environmental attributes of the gas—the RTCs—to meet RNG Statute acquisition targets 
and to comply with the CPP Rule. 
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NW Natural will also continue to vet all contractors (construction firms, 1 

operating firms, maintenance firms, etc.) to ensure they are competent and 2 

operating the project at a high level of quality and integrity.  The Company has 3 

used industry standards and other contractual provisions that protect it from the 4 

negligence or unlawful acts of those contractors and will continue to work to ensure 5 

the site complies with all local and state environmental quality regulations.  In 6 

addition, pursuant to the Biogas Processing Facility Site License Agreement, 7 

neither NW Natural nor its affiliates are responsible for any pre-existing 8 

contamination, contamination caused by Tyson, or contamination migrating from 9 

other locations onto the Dakota City RNG project site.  Finally, as explained above, 10 

NW Natural has structured this transaction using affiliates, which means that 11 

creditors and counterparties are only able to access the assets of those affiliates 12 

to satisfy any debt or liability and not the utility assets of NW Natural. 13 

VII. ADDRESSING THE RISKS OF THE DAKOTA CITY RNG PROJECT 14 

Q. Please describe the risks involved in the Dakota City RNG project. 15 

A. The key risks involved in the Dakota City RNG project are: A) the facility 16 

produces less RNG than expected; B) operating costs are higher than expected; 17 

C) capital costs are higher than expected; D) Tyson stops producing the raw gas 18 

needed to produce RNG at the Dakota City site; and E) the potential bankruptcy 19 

of BioCross LLC.   20 

 A.  Underproduction Risk 21 

Q. Please describe the risk that the project produces less RNG than expected. 22 
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A. In general, RNG projects can experience variations in their production numbers.  1 

This can be due to several factors, including increases and decreases in the 2 

underlying feedstock and its content, temperature changes in the outside weather, 3 

changes in the composition of the raw biogas, and changes in equipment 4 

efficiencies due to how it is being operated.  Specific to the Dakota City RNG 5 

project, BioCarbN conducted an analysis of historical gas production from Tyson, 6 

and the Company and BioCarbN had many conversations with Tyson to 7 

understand their expectations for the long-term operation of the Dakota City facility 8 

and its likely impact on biogas production.  Because many of the project’s costs 9 

are fixed regardless of production, if production goes down, the total cost of RNG 10 

on a $/mmbtu basis will increase.  11 

Q. How did NW Natural address underproduction risk? 12 

A. At the time of the investment decision in November 2021, Tyson shared its 13 

historical production data with us.   We estimated production at that time based on 14 

an understanding conveyed by Tyson that the very recent reductions in biogas 15 

production were related to COVID-related personnel challenges, and that [BEGIN 16 

CONFIDENTIAL]  17 

 [END CONFIDENTIAL]. 18 

  Throughout 2022, as the Lexington RNG project came online and produced 19 

less RNG than originally forecasted, the Company continued to evaluate the 20 

impact of lower production from the Dakota City lagoons, assuming that similar 21 

impacts to biogas production due to COVID-related personnel issues were going 22 

to continue to impact Dakota City in the near term.  We sought more granular data 23 
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from Tyson about their past biogas production and likely future production, and we 1 

visited Tyson executives to ensure we were establishing the appropriate 2 

relationships for future data-sharing. 3 

Q. Did this lead to the Company changing its production forecast? 4 

A. Yes.  As stated above, a critical way the Company addressed underproduction risk 5 

was to reduce the assumed mmbtu production per hour relative to the initial 6 

assessment using data from after the investment decision was made.  More 7 

specifically, the Company and BioCarbN have continued to track raw gas 8 

production, and recent analysis has found that current actual mmbtu production to 9 

be [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  [END CONFIDENTIAL] during a ramp-10 

up period, rising to about [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  [END 11 

CONFIDENTIAL].  As explained in Section III, even with this decline in production, 12 

the Dakota City RNG project is still a very attractive relative to other opportunities.    13 

Q. As part of its risk-adjusted incremental cost model, did the Company 14 

consider the risks of underproduction? 15 

A. Yes.  NW Natural’s risk adjusted incremental cost model incorporated this 16 

underproduction risk by developing scenarios for the 5th and 95th percentile 17 

cases.  [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  18 

 19 

 [END 20 

CONFIDENTIAL].  This model has been updated to reflect the most current 21 

production estimates and, again, it shows that the Dakota City RNG project is part 22 

of a least cos/least risk portfolio to meet RNG Statute acquisition targets.  23 
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Q. Are there any other ways that the Company mitigated production risk? 1 

A. Yes. The Company structured its agreements with Tyson and BioCarbN to 2 

encourage as much RNG production as possible.  Furthermore, the Dakota City 3 

RNG project uses proven technology that has been utilized for decades in similar 4 

projects as discussed above.  Greenlane Biogas has also provided performance 5 

guarantees including [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]  6 

 7 

 [END HIGHLY 8 

CONFIDENTIAL]. 9 

Q. Does NW Natural solely bear the risk of underproduction? 10 

A. No.  We have structured our agreements to encourage maximum RNG production 11 

from Tyson and BioCross LLC.  If the project produces less RNG, it reduces royalty 12 

payments to Tyson for the raw biogas and reduces the distributions that BioCross 13 

LLC receives from Dakota City Renewable Energy LLC.  This partially mitigates 14 

the impact of underproduction to our customers.   15 

 B.  Capital Cost Risk 16 

Q. Please describe the risk that capital costs are higher than expected.  17 

A. There is a high demand for RNG equipment and construction equipment and 18 

components in general.  There is risk that any of the key components of this project 19 

could increase to a cost higher than initially contemplated due to increasing 20 

inflation and supply chain issues with some components.  As discussed below, NW 21 

Natural is well insulated from increases in much of the equipment costs within the 22 

EPC contract due to the structure of the EPC agreement.  Nevertheless, because 23 
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of such costs could be higher than expected, including insurance, electricity or 1 

labor.  2 

Q. How did the Company address this risk?  3 

A. We have evaluated many RNG projects over the past few years, and have 4 

reviewed developer’s pro forma financial models from all sorts of projects, with all 5 

sorts of partners, in many parts of the country.  Our team has extensive experience 6 

evaluating these assumptions and comparing them to similar projects.  During the 7 

diligence process with BioCross LLC, we challenged many of the assumptions and 8 

asked for explanations and justifications on assumptions on operating costs that 9 

seemed unreasonable.  Through various iterations of the pro forma with BioCross 10 

LLC, we worked to better align assumed operating costs with what we have seen 11 

in other projects.  That said, we recognize there could be unexpected increases in 12 

operating costs and have assumed a potential increase of [BEGIN 13 

CONFIDENTIAL]  [END CONFIDENTIAL] on these costs in the 14 

incremental cost calculator.   15 

Q. Does NW Natural solely bear the risk of higher-than-expected operating 16 

costs? 17 

A. No.  The distribution of cash flow share to BioCross LLC occurs after the operating 18 

costs have been paid.  Therefore, any increase in operating costs decreases the 19 

cash distribution to BioCross LLC. 20 

Q. Does Schedule 198, Renewable Natural Gas Adjustment Mechanism, offer 21 

any other protections to customers from higher-than-expected operating 22 

costs?  23 
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addition, the Company has researched the history of Tyson’s investment in its 1 

Dakota City facility and its growth expectations.  Importantly, Tyson made a $237 2 

million reinvestment in the last decade in the facility, which demonstrates its 3 

commitment to keeping this site operational.  We assessed the chance that Tyson 4 

would stop producing raw biogas at Dakota City at [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  5 

[END CONFIDENTIAL] annual risk t in our risk-adjusted incremental cost 6 

analysis.  Tyson has demonstrated its deep commitment to these projects, based 7 

on subsequent discussions about future RNG projects at other Tyson sites.  8 

Q. Does NW Natural solely bear the risk of Tyson stopping raw biogas supply 9 

at Dakota City? 10 

A. No.  Similar to the risk of underproduction, we have structured our agreements to 11 

encourage maximum RNG production from Tyson and BioCross LLC.  Should 12 

Tyson fail to provide the biogas to Lexington, Tyson would receive zero royalties, 13 

and BioCross LLC similarly would receive zero cash distributions.  14 

 E.  Potential Bankruptcy of Developers  15 

Q. Please describe the risk of a potential bankruptcy of BioCross LLC. 16 

A. While a potential bankruptcy or a similar event that impacts BioCarbN, Cross River 17 

Infrastructure Partners, or BioCross LLC could disrupt project operations over the 18 

short term, it would be expected to have little or no impact on project operations 19 

over the long term.  BioCross LLC (and its component partners) are providing no 20 

financial capital to the project during construction or during on-going operations.  21 

[BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  22 

23 
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 2 

 3 

 [END  CONFIDENTIAL].  However, on a short-term basis, there could 4 

be some operational disruption while NW Natural engages and on-boards a new 5 

manager/operator for the Project.  NW Natural expects that any disruption would 6 

be minimal, and that it could likely be accomplished without incurring substantial 7 

costs, such as would be incurred by a temporary facility shut down.  Therefore, it 8 

was not incorporated into the Company’s risk adjusted incremental cost model.  9 

Q. What actions would NW Natural take if BioCross LLC went bankrupt? 10 

A. As stated above, [BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL]  11 

 12 

 [END CONFIDENTIAL].  The Company would 13 

issue an RFP for management services and secure a manager that we believe 14 

would ensure continued performance of the Dakota City RNG project.   15 

VIII. CONCLUSION 16 

Q. What is your recommendation regarding the Dakota City RNG project 17 

described in your testimony? 18 

A. I recommend the Commission find the costs associated with the Dakota City RNG 19 

project are prudently incurred and approve cost recovery as described in the Direct 20 

Testimony of Lora Bourdo and Kyle Walker (NW Natural/200, Bourdo-Walker). 21 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 22 

A. Yes. 23 
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